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Abstract—Data as well as hardware characteristics are two key
aspects for efficient data management. This holds in particular
for the field of in-memory data processing. Aside from increasing
main memory capacities, efficient in-memory processing benefits
from novel processing concepts based on lightweight compressed
data. Thus, an active research field deals with the adaptation
of new hardware features such as vectorization using SIMD
instructions to speedup lightweight data compression algorithms.
Following this trend, we propose a novel approach for run-
length encoding, a well-known and often applied lightweight
compression technique. Our novel approach is based on newly
introduced conflict detection (CD) instructions in Intel’s AVX-512
instruction set extension. As we are going to show, our CD-based
approach has unique properties and outperforms the state-of-
the-art RLE approach for data sets with small run lengths.

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous growth of data volumes is still a major
challenge for efficient data processing. This applies not only
to database systems [1], [2], but also to other areas, such as
information retrieval [3], [4] or machine learning [5]. With
growing capacities of the main memory, efficient analytical in-
memory data processing becomes viable [1], [2], [6]. However,
the gap between computing power of the CPUs and main
memory bandwidth continuously increases being now the
main bottleneck [1]. To overcome this issue, the mentioned
application domains have a common approach: (i) encode
values of each data attribute as a sequence of integers using
some kind of dictionary encoding [7], [8] and (ii) apply
lightweight lossless data compression to each sequence of
integers. Besides reducing the amount of data, operations can
be directly performed on compressed data [5], [7], [9].

For the lightweight lossless compression of a sequence of
integers, a large corpus of algorithms has been developed [7],
[3], [4], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. In contrast to
heavyweight algorithms, like arithmetic coding [16], Huffman
[17], or Lempel Ziv [18], lightweight algorithms achieve
comparable or even better compression rates [7], [3], [4], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Moreover, the computational effort
for (de)compression is lower than for heavyweight algorithms.
To achieve these unique properties, each lightweight com-
pression algorithm employs one or more basic compression
techniques such as frame-of-reference [10], [12], run-length
encoding (RLE) [7], [14] or null suppression [7], [14], that
allow the appropriate utilization of contextual knowledge like
value distribution, sorting, or data locality. In particular, RLE

is the only technique tackling uninterrupted sequences of oc-
currences of the same value, so called runs. In its compressed
format, each run is represented by its value and length. Thus,
the compressed data is a sequence of such pairs.

In recent years, the efficient vectorized implementation of
these algorithms using SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple
Data) instructions has attracted a lot of attention [4], [13],
[19], [20], since it further reduces the computational effort.
Generally, SIMD extensions such as Intel’s SSE (Streaming
SIMD Extensions) or AVX (Advanced Vector Extensions)
have been available in modern processors for several years.
SIMD instructions apply one operation to multiple elements
of so-called vector registers at once. The available operations
include parallel arithmetic, logical, and shift operations as
well as permutations. Although the vectorization of RLE by
means of these common operations is possible [21], [22],
this implementation shows poor performance for sequences of
integers with small run lengths as already shown in [21]. The
reason is that uninterrupted sequences of occurrences of the
same value have to be determined and this data dependency
within the input sequence makes vectorization challenging. To
overcome that, we developed a novel vectorization concept for
the compression part of RLE using new conflict detection (CD)
instructions which have been introduced in Intel’s AVX-512
instruction set extension. In detail, our main contributions in
this paper are:

1) In Section II, we recap the state-of-the-art RLE vector-
ization concept as presented in [21], [22]. Based on that,
we clearly describe the shortcomings of this concept. As
we are going to show, these shortcomings increase with
increasing vector sizes, which is a current hardware trend.

2) Section III starts with a description of the newly intro-
duced conflict detection (CD) instructions in detail. Then,
we describe the application of these CD instructions for
the RLE encoding of a sequence of integers.

3) We exhaustively evaluated our CD-based RLE approach
to clearly show the benefits and the unique properties
of our approach. In Section IV, we highlight selective
results of this evaluation. In particular, we will show that
our CD-based implementation concept is up to 3.2 times
faster for sequences of integers with short run lengths.

Finally, we review related work in Section V. Then, we
conclude the paper by summarizing our lesson learned in
Section VI.



Fig. 1. Example for input and output of RLE compression.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART VECTORIZATION OF RLE

Run-Length Encoding (RLE) is a well-known lightweight
compression technique [7], [14] and Fig. 1 shows an example.
As illustrated, uninterrupted sequences of occurrences of the
same integer value in the input data are represented by a run
value and a run length in the compressed output format in
a lossless way. As we can see, a compression at run level
starting at run length 3 is achieved, while the compression rate
improves with increasing run lengths. That means, as long as
the average run length over all runs is greater than 2, we get a
data size reduction with RLE. In our example, the average run
length is 3 with a variance of 1. Thus, these data properties
mainly influence the achievable compression rate.

A. Comparison-based Vectorization

In this paper, we mainly focus on the compression part, be-
cause the state-of-the-art comparison-based vectorization has
shortcomings in this area. Generally, to compress a sequence
of integers with RLE, the corresponding runs have to be
determined and this can be done by comparing each element
with its predecessor. If they are equal, a run continues. If they
are not equal, a new run starts. These comparisons can be done
for more than one element at once using SIMD instructions
as shown in [21], [22]. In detail, this state-of-the-art RLE
comparison-based vectorization works as follows, whereby the
authors used 128-bit vector registers:

1) One 128-bit vector register v1 is loaded with four copies
of the current input element.

2) The next four input elements are loaded into a vector
register v2.

3) The intrinsic _mm_cmpeq_epi32() is employed for a
parallel comparison, so that the four elements in v1 and
v2 are pair-wise compared at once. The result is stored
in a vector register.

4) Next, a 4-bit comparison mask is obtained using the
intrinsic _mm_movemask_ps(). Each bit in the mask
indicates the (non-)equality of two corresponding vector
elements. The number of trailing one-bits in this mask is
the number of elements for which the run continues. If
this number is 4, then a run’s end has not been reached
and the execution continues at step 2 (new iteration).
Otherwise, a run’s end is reached that means that run
value and run length are appended to the output. The
execution continues with step 1 at the next element after
the run’s end (new iteration).

The execution behavior of this vectorization concept is
depicted in Fig. 2 for two different data sets. A detailed
description follows in the next section. In the remainder of

Fig. 2. Execution behavior of the comparison-based implementation. As
illustrated, the number of necessary iterations depends on data characteristics.

this paper, we refer to this 128-bit implementation as RLE128.
Since only common intrinsics are used, this comparison-based
implementation can easily be adapted to 256 and 512 bit-
wide registers by loading more elements in the wider registers
and by using the appropriate intrinsics of AVX2 (256 bit)
or AVX-512. Additionally, step 3 and 4 can be merged into
one step in AVX-512, because there is an intrinsic producing
a bitmask directly from the comparison. The corresponding
implementations are denoted as RLE256 and RLE512.

B. Shortcomings of this Comparison-based Vectorization

As already mentioned, Fig. 2 highlights the resulting exe-
cution behavior for two different input sequences of integers.
Both have in common that in each iteration, four integers
are loaded and compared with a vector containing the current
run value. If this comparison for equality is not true for all
elements, the current run ends. In this case, the register with
the run value is filled with four copies of the new value and
the next four elements after the beginning of the new run are
loaded. Obviously, the number of necessary iterations is data
dependent and Fig. 2 shows that clearly. In detail, Example 1 in
Fig. 2 depicts a fully vectorized execution behavior. Fully vec-
torized means that each integer value is only processed once.
In contrast to that, in Example 2 several integers are loaded and
compared multiple times. The redundant processing is usually
negligible as long as the overhead is not dramatic.

To analyze the magnitude of this redundant processing,
we counted the load instructions for different average run
lengths and all possible variances for each average run length,
whereby we used an input sequence with 100 million integers
in all experiments. For instance, the maximal variance for an
average run length of 5 is ±4 resulting in the interval [1, 9] for
the possible run lengths. Then, we selected the minimal and
the maximal number of load instructions and visualized them
in Fig. 3(a) for RLE128, RLE256, and RLE512. The x-axis
shows the average run length and the y-axis shows the number
of loaded elements as a percentage of the elements in the input
sequence, e.g. 200% means that on average every element is
loaded twice. The colored area shows the range between the
maximal and minimal number of load instructions. Fig. 3(b)
shows a close up of Fig. 3(a) with the y-axis ranging only
until 200%. From these experiments, we can conclude:



Fig. 3. (a) The number of loaded integers as a percentage of the integers
in the uncompressed data set. Depending on the vector width, the average
run length, and the variance of the run length, the number of loaded integers
differs heavily. In particular for data sets with small average run lengths. (b)
A close up of (a) to show the repeating pattern at every vector size.

1) The state-of-the-art RLE vectorization uses a significantly
higher number of load operations for sequences with short
runs than for sequences with long runs.

2) The redundant processing dramatically increases with
increasing vector widths. For example, RLE512 processes
each element 5 times on average when the average run
length is 3. Furthermore, not only the absolute number
increases, but also the size of the covered area grows.

3) There is a pattern with a minimum and a maximum
spanning exactly one vector width, which is repeated for
every vector width (in number of elements).

4) For large run lengths, the number of loaded integers
approaches more or less 100%, i.e. every value is only
processed once, which is the optimal scenario.

C. Impact on Performance

The presented high proportion of redundancy for sequences
with small runs has a negative effect on the performance–
measured in million integers per second (mis)–as illustrated in
Fig. 4(a). In this experiment, we used again input sequences
with 100 million integers and varied the average run length,
whereby we used a fixed variance of ±5. However, the results
were the same for other data characteristics. As shown, only
run lengths, which are greater than ∼150 reach the peak
performance for all vector widths, while small run lengths
reach only a fraction of the peak performance. Additionally,
the performance increases not even smoothly for RLE512.
This becomes more obvious when looking at the speed up
in Fig. 4(b). The speed up of RLE512 compared to RLE128
increases until a run length of ∼8 is reached and decreases
afterwards. The sampled run lengths in this region are 20 and
36, both being shortly after a maximum load number in Fig. 3.
For larger run lengths, the number of loaded values becomes
smaller and the speed up becomes constant.

III. CONFLICT DETECTION-BASED VECTORIZED RLE

Intel’s latest version of their vectorization extension is AVX-
512. In addition to an increased vector width of 512-bit (16 x
32-bit), AVX-512 also offers a variety of new instructions.
One of the new instruction feature sets is called Conflict
Detection (AVX-512 CD) which allows the vectorization of
loops with possible address conflicts. This instruction feature

Fig. 4. RLE compression speed and speed up for different average run
lengths, a fixed run length variance of ±5, and different vector widths.

set is currently supported by Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing
(KNL) and will be available in future Xeon processors.

Some key features of AVX-512 CD are (i) the gener-
ation of conflict free subsets, i.e. subsets which contain
no equal elements, and (ii) the count of leading zeros
of the elements in a vector. For example, the intrinsic
_mm512_conflict_epi32 creates a vector register con-
taining a conflict free subset of a given source register. An
example for this is shown in Fig. 5. In other words and
as illustrated in this figure, this intrinsic transforms a vector
register with 16 32-bit elements (illustrated by A,B and C) in
a new vector register with 16 bitmasks (each represented by
32-bit values). Each bitmask encodes the positions of equal
previous elements in the vector. The bitmasks for the first
three elements A, B, and C are zero in our example, because
there are no equal previous elements. The A element at the
third position in the input register is in conflict (equal to) with
the element at position 0 in the input register. Thus, the least
significant bit of the corresponding bitmask is set to 1, the rest
of the bitmask is filled with zeros. The element A at position
4 is in conflict with the previous elements at positions 3 and
0 (equal previous elements). Therefore, the corresponding bits
in the bitmask are set to 1, all other bits are zero. Another
CD-feature is the intrinsic _mm512_lzcnt_epi32, which
counts leading zeros. Given a vector of 16 values, this intrinsic
counts the number of leading zeros for all values at once and
writes the results in a vector register with 16 values.

A. RLE Implementation Concept with AVX-512 CD

To overcome the presented shortcomings of the comparison-
based RLE vectorization, our novel approach–called RLE512-
CD–uses the conflict detection innovations of AVX-512 in
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Fig. 5. Example for the mm512 conflict epi32 intrinsic.



Fig. 6. Run detection using conflict detection instructions

an appropriate way. Generally, our novel approach consists
of four steps, which are repeated until all input elements are
processed:
Loading Step: In this first step, 16 input elements are loaded

into a 512-bit vector register.
Run Detection Step: In the second step, we detect if there are

any runs beginning in this register and where they begin.
Run Length Detection Step: The run length of all finished

runs have to be determined in the third step.
Storage Step: The determined runs are written to memory.
While the loading step is trivial, the steps 2-4 are explained
in more detail below.

B. Run Detection Step

To avoid any redundant element processing for small run
lengths, the main challenge of this step is to detect all runs
included within the loaded 16 elements. This challenge can
effectively be realized using the AVX512-CD innovations as
illustrated in Fig. 6:

In the first sub-step, we create a new vector regis-
ter containing a conflict free subset (cfss) of the given
source register with the 16 loaded elements using the
_mm512_conflict_epi32 intrinsic. The example in
Fig. 6 shows the first 7 values of a vector register containing
two different values spread over 3 runs. As described above,
the newly created vector register consists of 16 bitmasks,
where each bitmask shows the equality to all previous ele-
ments. However, for detecting a run it is sufficient to know
if the direct predecessor of an element is equal because
all elements are either the beginning of a new run or the
continuation of another run. If an element is equal to its direct
predecessor, the element continues a run. If they are not equal,
a new run starts. Hence, only one bit in every bitmask of cfss
is of interest, i.e. the bit which indicates the equality with the
direct predecessor. To find this bit for all elements in parallel,
two more operations are necessary:

First (second sub-step), we count the leading zeros of all
bitmasks in cfss (lzcnt). The number of leading zeros should
decrease with every element if a run is continued because there
is always one more bit set in the subsequent element, e.g. the
bitmask at position 1 should have 32− 1 = 31 leading zeros,
the bitmask at position 2 should have 32 − 2 = 30 leading
zeros and so on. If a run is not continued, the next bit is
not set and the number of leading zeros does not decrease.

Fig. 7. Run length determination using conflict detection instructions.

To find out, if the number of leading zeros is decreasing, we
compare lzcnt with a predefined vector, containing decreasing
numbers, for inequality (third sub-step). As shown in Fig. 6,
this comparison returns 0 for every element which continues
a run. Vice versa, it returns 1 for all elements which start a
new run. Thus, the position of the ones in the final bitmask
indicates the position of the start of all runs in this register.
Note that the first element always starts a new run.

C. Run Length Detection Step

With the previous step, we know the start positions and the
run values of all runs within the register. The next challenge is
to determine the run length of each run. Fundamentally, the run
length is already encoded in the results of the conflict detection
(cfss) operation, because each continuous sequence of 1s in the
bitmasks indicates a subsequent occurrence of equal numbers.
Hence, the number of the most significant subsequent 1s in
the bitmask of every last element of a run indicates the length
of the run. To get this number, at first the position of the
last element of every run has to be determined. This can be
done by using the bitmask generated as the result of the run
detection (cfss). Since every 1 in this bitmask indicates the
beginning of a new run, we can get the end of the runs by
shifting this mask one bit to the right. Now every 1 indicates
the end of a run. Then, the bitmasks at these end positions in
the output of the conflict detection (in cfss) are selected. In
Fig. 7, which continues the example from Fig. 6, one bitmask
is selected as an example. In this example the second run,
consisting of 3 elements is treated. The continuous sequence
of 1s is highlighted. There are only 2 instead of 3 set bits
because the bit of the first element, i.e. the least significant
element, of a run is always set to 0. We will add this bit later.
In order to retrieve the number of subsequent set bits in this
bitmask, 3 sub-steps are executed:

1) Shift the elements in the result of
_mm512_conflict_epi32 by the number of
leading zeros (leading zeros were derived during run
detection). In Fig. 7 we shift by 28 bits. Now, the
sequence is at the beginning of the bitvector.

2) There is no intrinsic for counting leading 1s, so the result
from the previous sub-step is inverted.

3) Then, the leading zeros are counted in the third sub-step.
In the example, there are two leading zeros.

Since the bit for the first element of a run is always set to



Fig. 8. (a) The number of loaded integer as a percentage of the integers in
the data set. Only RLE512-CD shows a constant behavior. (b) The number of
vector instructions per million loaded integers (excluding loading and storing)
is significantly higher for RLE512-CD compared to RLE512 and RLE256.
This shows that the lower number of loaded integers do not come for free.

0 during conflict detection, the result has to be increased by
1. Hence, the run length for the second run is 2 + 1 = 3. In
our implementation, these steps are executed in parallel for all
runs by using the intrinsics shown in Fig. 7.

D. Storing the Result

Before storing the results, it must be checked whether the
first run of a register is a continuation of the last run of
the previous register. If it is a continuation, the run lengths
are added and the run is stored once. While these are trivial
steps, we avoided branching by applying bitmasks instead
of conditions, i.e. the comparison between the last and the
first run of two registers returns whether the last bit in a
bitmask is set. This bitmask is then used to add the run lengths
by applying _mm512_mask_add_epi32, which adds the
content of two registers only if the corresponding bit in the
bitmask is set.

Finally, the run values and run lengths must be written back
to main memory. For this, there are two possible cases: (a) per
integer or (b) per vector. Case (a) represents the output format
proposed by the state-of-the-art implementation [21], where a
sequence of (value, run length)-tuples is stored. An advantage
of option (a) is that the output is independent from the vector
word size. The disadvantage is that the values and run lengths
cannot be loaded sequentially into a vector register again for
processing the compressed values, e.g. for aggregating. Case
(b) stores sequences of values and run lengths which are as
long as a vector word, e.g. 16 values followed by 16 run
lengths. Option (b) requires the vector word width as necessary
meta data but it is also ideal for processing the compressed
data with vector instructions. We implemented both cases, case
(a) using a scatter store provided by AVX-512 and case (b)
using the result of the run detection as a write mask and the
_mm512_mask_storeu_epi32 intrinsic.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate and compare our novel CD-
based RLE implementation (RLE512-CD) with the state-of-
the-art implementation. For this evaluation, all implementa-
tions are done with C/C++ and we compiled them with g++
7.0.1 using the optimization flag -O3. Then, all experiments
were executed on a Intel Xeon Phi KNL 7250 with a main

Fig. 9. (a) The compression speed for RLE512 varies depending on the run
length and the variance of the run length, while our novel implementation
shows a constant compression speed. The costs of the scatter store for
RLE512CD are clearly visible. (b) The minimum and maximum speedup for
RLE512-CDAligned compared to RLE512.

memory capacity of 192GB supporting all vector widths of
128 (SSE), 256 (AVX2), and 512 (AVX-512). The maximum
core frequency is 1.6 GHz. Moreover, all experiments were
performed with our benchmark framework [23] running en-
tirely in main memory and single-threaded.

A. Data Processing Behavior

In Section II-B, we analyzed the processing behavior of
the state-of-the-art implementation. For this analysis, we also
used the above mentioned evaluation setting. As we have
shown, this implementation suffers from a significantly higher
number of redundant load operations for sequences of integer
values with short average run lengths. In contrast to that, our
novel RLE512-CD implementation is branch-free and every
integer sequence value is only loaded once as illustrated in
Fig. 8(a). The y-axis shows the number of loaded integers
as the percentage of the integer count in the uncompressed
data for RLE128, RLE256, RLE512, and for RLE512-CD. It
is clearly visible that our novel implementation loads the input
data set only once, independent of the data characteristics, and
that the amount of loaded data is smaller than for the state-
of-the-art implementation. Additionally, we observe that the
difference is smaller when the average run-lengths are longer.

However, this constant data loading behavior comes at a
cost. The total number of executed vector instructions of
RLE512-CD is higher than for the state-of-the-art implemen-
tation. Fig. 8(b) shows the number of vector instructions per
million loaded integers (excluding operations on masks and
other scalar operations) for RLE512, RLE256 and RLE512-
CD. Thus, it comes down to the number of loaded and
processed integers versus the amount of executed instructions.
Depending on the system, this can have different effects on
the compression speed.

B. Performance

Fig. 9(a) shows the compression speed for RLE512 and
RLE512-CD with two different storage options: RLE512-CD
stores the result data integer-wise like RLE512 with a scatter
store while RLE512-CDAligned stores the result vector-wise.
Again, each run length has been tested with all possible run
length variances. The first obvious finding is that RLE512-
CD shows an almost constant compression speed as expected.
However, the scatter store used in RLE512-CD is too slow to



compete with RLE512. For RLE512-CDAligned, there are 3
different regions: (1) RLE512-CDAligned always outperforms
RLE512 for very small run lengths (<12). (2) Between the
run lengths of 11 and 40, there is no binary decision possible
between RLE512 and RLE512-CDAligned. RLE512 shows
the highest peak performance but also the lowest possible
performance. RLE512-CDAligned does not reach the peak
performance but guarantees a constant compression speed, i.e.
it is robust. (3) for run lengths greater than 40, the state-of-
the-art implementation always shows the highest compression
speed. Hence, at the transitions of these regions, the applied
implementation should be changed. Additionally, in region (2)
a decision between maximal peak performance and robustness
must be made.

The same regions as for the compression speed can be
shown for the speed up in Fig. 9(b). Here, the base line is
RLE512 and the maximal and the minimal speed up is shown
for RLE512-CDAligned. The lower curve compares to the
maximal compression speed of RLE512 and the upper curve
compares against the minimal compression speed. The graph
shows that the chances to gain a speed up greater than 1 are
higher, the lower the run length is. As already mentioned,
this graph can look different on another system, where the
execution of vector instructions or the loading of a vector
register is faster or slower. Additionally, in a multi-threaded
scenario the loading of integers might become a bottleneck
earlier, e.g. because of shared caches (focus of future research).

V. RELATED WORK

The efficient utilization of SIMD (Single Instruction Mul-
tiple Data) instructions in database systems is a very active
research field [24], [25]. On the one hand, these instructions
are frequently applied in lightweight data compression algo-
rithms [20]. In this domain, null suppression (NS) is the most
studied lightweight compression approach, whereby the basic
idea is the omission of leading zeros in the bit representation of
integers [13], [19]. However, none of these approaches uses the
leading zero count intrinsic of the Conflict Detection feature
set of AVX-512. The application would be very interesting
and should be definitely investigated. On the other hand,
SIMD instructions are also used in other database operations
like scans [26], aggregations [25] or joins [27]. To best of
our knowledge, none of these approaches uses AVX-512 CD,
although the operations could benefit from CD.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described the newly introduced conflict
detection (CD) instructions which are available in Intel’s AVX-
512 instruction set extension. Furthermore, we proposed the
application of these CD instructions to speedup the RLE com-
pression of sequences of integers with small run lengths. How-
ever, our novel concept is not suitable for integer sequences
with long run lengths because too many instructions have to
be executed in comparison to the state-of-the-art approach.
Nevertheless, new instructions in addition to wider vectors are
useful, but they require new implementation concepts.
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